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DON’T LET ANYONE THINK 
LESS OF YOU BECAUSE YOU 
ARE YOUNG. BE AN EXAMPLE 
TO ALL BELIEVERS IN WHAT 
YOU SAY, IN THE WAY YOU 
LIVE, IN YOUR LOVE, YOUR 
FAITH, AND YOUR PURITY.

-1TIM. 4:12
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notes:
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THRIVE games
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Up Front Games
-  1 ARM, 2 ARM, NO ARM: have someone stand in front of the room with their back to the crowd. Tell the 

students to either put one arm, two arms, or no arms up. Count to five. The person in front turns around with 
either one arm, two arms, or no arms up. If they match the person in front, they stay standing. If they don’t, 
they sit down. Repeat this until you have one person left. 

 -  UMM, UHH, LIKE: Choose three people from the crowd (one 6th, 7th, and 8th grader). Pick a topic such as 
football, skiing, ice cream. See how long each person can talk about that topic without saying Ummm or 
Uhhh or Like. They must speak the whole time and not take long pauses to think what to say. Time each 
person, whoever goes the longest wins. 

-  PEOPLE SCAVENGER HUNT: Have a representative from each grade stand at the front of the room. Tell the 
crowd that we are playing a scavenger hunt. You will give an item and if they have it they must run it to the 
front to the person representing their grade. If they get their first their grade wins that round. Pick things 
students would have with them, like a quarter that is at least ten years old, a pencil, a sock, etc. Do this 5 
times. Whichever grade wins the most rounds wins the game. 

-  CHRISTMAS CAROLS: The object of this game is to keep coming up with Christmas songs longer than the 
other team or teams. One team starts and sings a line of one song. Then the other team has 5 seconds to 
start singing a line of another song. Then repeat! Teams may discuss which song to sing while other teams 
sing. The first team to repeat a song, sing a song that doesn’t fit that category or just not sing within 5 
seconds is the loser.

 -  BALLOON POP: Pick one person from each grade to come up. Give each person a balloon and say they have 
to make it pop without using their arms or legs. First person to make their balloon pop wins. 

-  2 TRUTHS AND A LIE: Bring up a leader from each grade (this should be done in advance so they can prepare 
their 3 statements). A person states three things about himself. Two must be true and one a lie. For example: 
“I was born in South Africa. I have a pet frog. I have a dog named Bubba.” The others in that grade try to 
guess which statement is the lie. If the grade guesses correct, they win. If not, they lose. 

-  BANANA PEEL: Bring up 2 students from each grade. Tie their right hands together and give each a banana. 
They must peel the banana with one hand. First pair to peel the banana wins.

game list
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Small group games
-  TAKE THE SHAPE: Each grade breaks into a group. Leaders call an object or scene and each group has to make that 

object using their bodies. Examples: cheerleading squad, school bus, cowboy riding horse, etc. Judges decide which 
looks the most realistic and picks them as the winner. Do this five times. Whichever grade wins the most rounds wins. 

-  TAP IT OUT TELEPHONE: Have each grade form a line. Give the person at the front of the line a word. This game is like 
telephone but instead of whispering something, you use your finger and draw the word on the person’s back. Everyone 
is in a straight line, with each line doing this. First team that gets to the last person and has the correct word wins. 

-  PUZZLE CHALLENGE: Get into groups by grade and gender. Give each group a large puzzle (25 pieces or less) to put 
together as fast as they can. The group to put it together the fastest wins. 

-  HUMAN KNOT: Divide into groups by grade and gender and have the group form a circle. Everybody puts their hands 
into their circle and grabs a random hand (make sure they don’t grab hands belonging to the same person) Now that 
all the hands are crossed they have to “untie” themselves and form a full circle again “untied.” First group done wins.

-  ROCK, PAPER SCISSORS: Play Rock, Paper, Scissors but when somebody loses they must follow the winner around 
and cheer them on. Play until there is one game left and half the room is cheering for one player and the other half 
cheering the other.

-  BARNYARD SCRAMBLE:  Come up with as many animals as you want teams that morning (If you want four teams, 
have four animals). Each group of ten cards will have a particular animal written on it (so you will have 10 chicken 
cards, 10 cow cards, 10 donkey cards and 10 pig cards). Hand out cards randomly to the kids and tell them to not tell 
anyone their animal. When you give the signal, have them make the sound of their animal as loud as possible until 
they find their entire group. First group to totally find each other wins. 

 -  JELLY BEAN JUMBLE: Everyone is handed 5 jelly beans. They are to try to get 5 of one color by trading with other 
people. They can only take 1 jelly bean from that person, they they have to find a new person with the color they want 
and continue until all of their jellybeans are the same color. First person to get all five of a color they want wins. 

-  SHUFFLE THE DECK: Hand everyone a playing card as they come in. During the game, call out different combinations 
that they have to form a group with. Example: four of a kind, a flush, two pairs, etc. 

-  GORILLA, MAN, TRANQUILIZER: This is just like “Paper, Rock, Scissors”, except the kids will act out the “gorilla” (both 
hands in the air and a big growl), man (arms folded with one hand on the side of the chin/jaw with a sophisticated 
look), tranquilizer (holding a gun).  Once each student in the group has a partner, have them get back to back and 
teach them the rules in song form: “The gorilla beats the man, and the man beats the gun. The gun beats the gorilla, 
if you tie you die.” and then count all together “1, 2, 3!”  That’s when each back to back partners turns around as a 
“gorilla, man, or a gun”. Then match up the winners and repeat until you get the final group and have a winner. 

-  NUMBER GAME: Arrange everyone into teams of 6. Hand each team a set of numbers and ask everyone to take a 
number. Have the team elect one person to be the leader of the team. The goal of the game is to be the first team to 
rearrange themselves to the number that you call. The leaders can help rearrange them to their appropriate positions. 
Once the team rearranges themselves, they have to raise their hands and stand in place. The first team to arrange 
themselves correctly wins.

-  HOW TO PLAY PICTURE GUESS: Separate everyone into teams of 6. Have one volunteer from each team come up to be 
the first round of drawers. The drawers are not allowed to talk or motion during the game, or draw symbols, numbers, 
or letters. Show the volunteers only the first word. Have the volunteers walk back to their teams. When you say “Go”, 
the volunteers can start drawing the object on the whiteboard/piece of paper. The first team that raises their hand 
and guesses the object correctly wins one point for their team. Ask for another volunteer from each team to come up 
to draw. The volunteers will evenly rotate in the same order, until the words are done. The first team to reach 10 points 
wins the game.

game list
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“I WILL GUIDE YOU ALONG THE BEST 

PATHWAY FOR YOUR LIFE. I WILL ADVISE 

YOU AND WATCH OVER YOU.”

PSALM 32:8
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LIFE withGOD
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lesson one
SKIT 
Students could be a grove of apple trees (it would be funny to have birds landing on them). 
Some produce apples but others produce only broccoli. 
They ask “Are you really an apple tree if you don’t produce apples?”

LESSON

Have you ever considered the purpose of a fruit tree? Like most trees, it can provide shade or prevent soil 
from eroding. What makes fruit trees special, however, is their ability to produce fruit. Now that may seem 
like an obvious statement, but it is important because if fruit trees do not produce good fruit they are 
living without purpose or true value. But, when a fruit tree is full of life and produces delicious, sweet, and 
wholesome fruit it has great value.

What must happen for a tree to bear good fruit? It must be firmly planted in good soil, it needs fresh water, 
and it needs to live in the presence of sunshine. If a tree does not receive nutrients from the soil or energy 
from the sun it will produce bad fruit or it will wither and die. 

In Matthew 7, Jesus compares us to fruit trees. He says, “A good tree produces good fruit, and a bad tree 
produces bad fruit. 18 A good tree cannot produce bad fruit, and a bad tree cannot produce good fruit. 
19 So every tree that does not produce good fruit is chopped down and thrown into the fire. 20 Yes, just 
as you can identify a tree by its fruit, so you can identify people by their actions.” We can produce good 
fruit by following Jesus’ example. That looks like honoring your parents when you want to get mad at them, 
respecting your teachers, not gossiping about your friends and living.

Just like real fruit trees that need sunshine, water, and good soil, we must be firmly rooted in the word 
of God because it teaches us how to bear good fruit. If we choose to live life away from God, the results 
are obvious: bad fruit. This year in Campus Thrive, we want to live life in God’s presence so that we may 
produce good fruit on our campus, in our families, and when we are with our friends.

LIFE withGOD GOOD FRUIT
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lesson two
SKIT
A famous inventor is about to give up working on his next big project because people keep making fun 
of him. But, when one person comes along it spurs him on to keep working until he creates something 
amazing (could be real like the light bulb or funny like the dog poop evaporator)

LESSON

Have you ever trained an animal before? Maybe a pet dog or cat, or even a horse! For thousands of years, 
humans have been able to train all kinds of creatures, but there is one thing that remains unconquerable. 
James 3 talks about this untamable beast, and it is not what you would expect: it’s the tongue! The Bible is 
not speaking of the tongue’s ability to taste or some ongoing battle with your braces. Instead, it is referring 
to the words that come out of our mouth.

James 3: 5-7 says, “A tiny spark can set a great forest on fire. 6 And among all the parts of the body, the 
tongue is a flame of fire. It is a whole world of wickedness, corrupting your entire body. It can set your whole 
life on fire, for it is set on fire by hell itself.” James teaches us that words are extremely powerful. Just a 
few negative words can cause arguments, fights, and destroy someone’s life. Think about the last time 
someone spread rumors about you or made fun of you. Wasn’t that hurtful? You have the choice to use your 
words to either tear people down or build people up. 

With just a few words, you can brighten someone’s entire day, you can encourage a friend, compliment 
your teacher, and praise God. The possibilities are endless! The best part is that positive words of 
encouragement not only make your friends happier, but it has been scientifically proven that they will also 
make you happier. You will be in frustrating situations where you are tempted to say hurtful things but 
if you ask God he can teach you how to speak with kindness at all times. There is absolutely nothing God 
cannot tame, and He will teach us how to use our words wisely, both for the benefit of those around us and 
ourselves.

LIFE withGOD WORDS
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lesson three
SKIT
Have someone walk in wearing ridiculous clothes. Some people say the person looks great and then 
laugh behind their back. A true friend sees the person and compassionately 
tells the person the truth about how they look. They then help their friend select different clothes.
 

LESSON

Have you ever wondered what it means to be a good friend? Is it determined by how many pictures of a 
person you like on Instagram or how long you keep your streak going on snapchat? The word friendship 
is hard to define but it is easy to describe the qualities of a friend. How would you describe your best 
friend? The Bible says that true friends “stick closer than brothers” (Proverbs 18:24) and “love one other 
as oneself (1 Sam 18:1).” If we desire to be good friends with someone, we must remember to be sincere, 
encouraging, and demonstrate that we care about them. Finding a good friend is like finding a treasure; 
when you find really good friends who love Jesus and encourage you to follow him make sure to keep them 
around!

James 4:4 says, “Don’t you realize that friendship with the world makes you an enemy of God? I say it 
again: If you want to be a friend of the world, you make yourself an enemy of God.” This does not mean you 
cannot have non-Christian friends, instead he is warning us to be wise about how we choose our friends. 
You may not realize this now but the people you hang out with have a strong influence in your life and 
it’s your choice to choose solid friends who will push you to be a better person. There is a popular saying 
that goes, “Show me your friends, I will show you your future.” Your friends dictate your future. If all your 
friends are lazy, disrespectful and rude; then you will eventually become like them. But if you want to be 
kind, respectful and a follower of Christ you will have to find friends who exhibit those qualities now. Good 
friends set an example for you to follow and do not peer pressure you into doing wrong things, so remember 
to choose your friends wisely! As you are in school today, think about whether your friends are encouraging 
you to be like Christ or are they pulling you away from him. 

LIFE withGOD FRIENDSHIP
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lesson four
SKIT 
Several students are studying for a test and all put their hope in their own study method. One uses 
the trustworthy method of hard work, but the others trust to sleeping with the book under the pillow or 
working out with the book. On test day, the results are obvious.

LESSON

How many of you like school (pick a person that doesn’t like school and ask why)? Usually, we do not like 
school because we do not like homework. Wouldn’t school be wonderful if we only came to hang-out with 
friends and play games?  That would be so much fun, but that would accomplish nothing. Think about it, 
without math the iPhone wouldn’t exist, without science there would be no chicken pox vaccination, and 
without history we wouldn’t know how America was founded. 

Proverbs teaches us the importance of work and warns us against laziness.

Proverbs 6:6-11 says: 11 You lazy fool, look at an ant.
    Watch it closely; let it teach you a thing or two.
Nobody has to tell it what to do.
    All summer it stores up food;
    at harvest it stockpiles provisions.
So how long are you going to laze around doing nothing?
    How long before you get out of bed?

Laziness may seem like the easy way out but in the end, it can destroy your life. God created us to work and 
it is a good thing! Right now, your jobs include: school and chores at home. You are not getting paid big 
bucks to work but you are learning how to be responsible. School can be a difficult place. Homework and 
studying are not always fun, but one day your hard work will pay off. 

Colossians 3:23 says, “Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, as working for the Lord.” Your hard 
work isn’t just for yourself but it brings glory to God. If we do not work in the places that God has placed 
us in, we will miss out on many of life’s blessings. Ask yourself: is choosing not to do homework, cheating 
on a test, or skipping school glorifying to God? If you are struggling with laziness, ask the Holy Spirit for 
motivation and make a decision to work hard this year. God wants you to prepare for the future, so that he 
can accomplish his purpose through you! 

LIFE withGOD WORK
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lesson five
SKIT 
Girl constantly looks at Instagram and compares herself to Selena Gomez. She keeps saying, “I wish 
I looked like her” “I wish I was as tan as her” “I hate my nose, it’s just so round” Anytime she posts a 
selfie of herself she photoshops and edits it to make herself look prettier. Her friends are always telling 
her how beautiful she is and that she doesn’t                need to compare herself. 

LESSON

We have all been told: just be thankful for what you have. It’s kind of hard to be thankful when you are 
scrolling through Instagram and see your friends posting flawless selfies, showing off their hot boyfriend, 
or trendy traveling pictures. Immediately we start thinking: I wish I looked like her, I wish I was built like 
that guy, I wish I had cool friends, I wish I could travel. Social media is a great outlet to communicate 
with people but it is also the cause of a lot of insecurities and the lack of self-confidence. Have you ever 
compared yourself with someone for so long that it ruined your mood and made you feel disgusting and 
worthless? 

We have all been there. 1 Samuel 16 says, “The Lord doesn’t see things the way you see them. People judge 
by outward appearance, but the Lord looks at the heart.” The world wants you to believe lies that you aren’t 
good enough, you don’t measure up, and you’re not pretty-enough. God doesn’t focus on how you look, what 
you wear, or how popular your friends are, and what you have. He looks at your heart, your character, and 
how you treat people. When we are always wishing to look like someone else or have what someone else 
has, we’re rejecting what God has given us. The best thing to do when you feel those destructive thoughts 
arising is to remind yourself of what God says about you. Scripture reminds us that you are beautifully 
and wonderfully made, God formed you in your mother’s womb and he knew you were going to be born even 
before we were conceived. God has an incredible plan for your life. Believe what God says about instead of 
trying to live up to the beauty standards of social media. 

LIFE withGOD COMPARISON
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lesson six
SKIT
A student tells a small lie, but has to keep lying to stay out of trouble. The lie gets so big and starts 
to contradict itself and the truth is nowhere to be found. Finally the character tells the truth and sees 
how the lies were so destructive.

LESSON

Let’s suppose you come into class one day and your teacher starts handing out a math test and you forgot 
to study for the test. Would it be easier to cheat off your friend who is sitting right next to you or to try your 
best and turn it in? It is so much easier to cheat and get a good score. Being honest is difficult at times 
but it is always the best decision. 

There is a popular story called: the boy who cried wolf. It goes like this: There was once a shepherd boy; his 
job was to protect the sheep from wolf. One day he shouted: HELP! WOLF! WOLF! The towns people came 
running to help the boy. The boy laughed and said I was playing a joke on you. A few days later, he did the 
same thing. Once again, the towns-people rushed to the boy to find that he was lying again. This time the 
towns-people got angry. One day a real wolf showed up and started eating the sheep. The boy cried: HELP! 
WOLF! WOLF! But no one believed he was telling the truth because he had lied too many times before. This 
story reminds us the importance of telling the truth. When we are honest we respect ourselves and the 
people around us.

Our culture teaches us that it is okay to lie, cheat, and steal to get what we want. But Jesus says, “I am the 
way, the truth and the life.” Jesus is truth and if we claim to be Christ-followers, we must imitate him and 
learn to be honest at all times, even when it is hard. Often times, we rationalize lying by saying it is just 
a “little white lie.” But Proverbs 12:22 says, “The Lord detests lying lips, but he delights in those who tell 
the truth.” God loves truth and anything that is not truth is a lie. A “little white lie” may seem like a small 
insignificant lie but it is still a lie. There are times when you will be pressured to act dishonestly, remember 
even in the toughest situations, the Holy Spirit can give you courage to stand up for the truth! Pray to him 
and ask his to help you do the right thing!

LIFE withGOD HONESTY
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lesson seven
SKIT
Similar to “Let’s Make a Deal.” Have a contestant choose from door A (coke and CFA biscuit or Door B 
(Sasquatch) but let them know what’s behind the door. The contestant has 3 advisors, Mom, Teacher, 
and Random guy. Mom and teacher advise Door A but Random guy suggest Door B. Contestant chooses 
Door B and Sasquatch chases him.

LESSON

What was one choice you made this morning before coming to school? You make a choice about what to 
wear, what to eat for breakfast, and where to sit in class. But most of the important decisions are made 
by your parents or guardians. It is important to make good choices in the simple things so that when you 
get into high school and college you can make good choices about more important and life impacting 
decisions. 

When Adam and Eve were in the Garden of Eden, God told them they could eat anything they wanted except 
for fruit from the Tree of knowledge. But they were tempted to eat the fruit. They chose to disobey God. Their 
choice had many consequences. You make choices daily: whether to wake up and go to school, whether 
to do your homework, whether to read your Bible and pray, and whether to make fun of a classmate. Every 
choice has a consequence. If you choose to go to school and do your homework you will make good grades, 
however if you choose the opposite you will make bad grades. Galatians 5:13 says, “For you have been 
called to live in freedom, my brothers and sisters. But don’t use your freedom to satisfy your sinful nature. 
Instead, use your freedom to serve one another in love.” God gives us freedom to make choices; he does 
not make them for us. He wants to teach us how to make the right decisions. If you are ever in a situation 
where you do not know what to choose, look in the Bible for advice and ask the Holy Spirit to guide you on 
the right path.

The most important and best decision you will ever make in your life is to follow Jesus. All you have to do 
is decide in your heart to follow him. While choosing God may seem like a tough decision, it is important 
to know that He chose us first. When Jesus died on the cross, he made his choice very clear: He wanted to 
love you. Will you choose him? 

LIFE withGOD CHOICES
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lesson eight
SKIT 
Have a Thanksgiving dinner set up with a dad, mom, son and daughter. The family needs to be 
dysfunctional. For instance, dad is always on his phone, mom wants to please everyone, the son is 
selfish, and the sister is annoying. During the dinner ask the question, “What are you thankful for?” 
Let dysfunction play out.

LESSON

Name something you are thankful for? We can be thankful for our phones, shoes, clothes, iPads, and a 
lot other material things. But we can live without those things. It is important to be thankful for things 
that actually matter like: life, family, good health, and friends. Don’t ever hesitate to say thank you! When 
someone treats you with kindness thank them, when your parents get you a nice birthday gift make sure 
to thank them, when your classmate holds the door open for you thank her! We thank our parents, our 
teachers and our friends. But who do you thank for life, for sunshine, for joy, and for the beautiful creation?

Earthly possessions are certainly a nice gift from God, but they are nothing compared to His love. We 
sometimes forget how big of a deal it is that the Jesus loved us so much that he came to Earth, lived a 
sinless life, and died for us. Everyone in this room has sinned and that means we deserve to be punished 
but Jesus did not allow that to happen. John 15:13 says, “There is no greater love than to lay down one’s 
life for one’s friends.” Jesus loved us so much that he took our punishment for us by dying on the cross. 
Therefore, we must thank Jesus for his love and the freedom he has brought to our lives. 

In 1 Thessalonians 5:18 Paul says, “Be thankful in all circumstances, for this is God’s will for you who 
belong to Christ Jesus.” Did you know that when Paul was in prison he started singing worship songs 
to God! He never complained, instead he learned that it is possible to thank God in all situations. That 
means there are things to be thankful for even when you’re having a bad day. We can choose to either to 
become depressed or to remain positive and grateful. There is always something to be thankful for. Today, 
I challenge you to find 10 things you are thankful for and praise God for them. 

LIFE withGOD THANKSGIVING
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lesson nine
SKIT
It’s a girl’s birthday she’s been hoping to get the newest iPhone for her birthday. Finally, her birthday 
rolls around and she opens her gifts and realizes that she didn’t get what she hoped for. Instead of 
getting the latest iPhone she receives her brother’s old one.

LESSON

When you’re having a rough day, what is your typical attitude towards God? Do you even think about Him? 
Do you get angry and blame him? Or do you pray and hope in Him? 

Psalms 42:5-6 says:
Why am I discouraged?
Why is my heart so sad?
I will put my hope in God!
I will praise him again—
my Savior and 6 my God!

There are lots of challenges in life. You may have already experienced some: divorced parents, being 
bullied, death of a family member, or major health issues. These are all painful situations that are not your 
fault. When you go through pain it is easy to become discouraged and lose hope. The author of this psalm 
encourages us to always put our hope in God, even in the bad times. Hope is the confident expectation for 
something good to happen. For instance, “I hope I get an A on my exam,” or “I hope my team wins.” Hope 
revolves around trust. When we have hope, we are trusting that God will bring something good out of a 
negative situation. 

How many of you have heard this phrase, “don’t get your hopes up?” People usually say this because they 
have once hoped for something and it did not happen so they were disappointed. The problem, however, 
is not hope. The problem comes from putting your hope in the wrong things. People will always disappoint 
you and hurt you, but God will never! God brings us real hope. Hope we can count on. 

There may be times, however, when you do not receive what you hoped for. In those situations, we should not 
get depressed and turn away from God instead we must remember that God is all knowing and powerful. 
We may not understand why our hopes did not become a reality but he knows what he is doing. As followers 
of Jesus we must always put our hope in Jesus. Without hope in Jesus life loses its meaning. 

LIFE withGOD HOPE
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lesson ten
SKIT 
John has always been a good kid who did well in school and respects his parents. He gets in with the 
wrong crowd and starts acting like that group; he dresses differently, is disrespectful, sleeps in class, 
and just doesn’t care about anything. His old friends recognize he’s different and remind him of how 
he used to be. 

LESSON

Pull out your phone and take a selfie. Why are selfies called selfies? Because you are taking a picture of 
yourself. A selfie is a reflection of you. As humans, we are created in the image of God. Each and every one 
of us. But sin messed up that image so we can no longer reflect the character and love of God. But that is 
where Jesus comes in! Jesus isn’t just our savior he is also our example for living a godly life. He did not 
come to earth just to die on the cross but he came also to show us how to reflect God. Jesus is the only 
person to ever live a sinless life. He had a huge impact on the world not because he told people he is God 
but because he showed people the love, generosity, and character of God. 

Jesus had disciples. The word disciple means student or learner. The twelve disciples were students of 
Jesus; they traveled, ate, talked with and worked with Jesus. As they listened to and lived life with Jesus 
they began to imitate him. 

Who is your role model (talk about your role model)? A role model is someone you look up to, a person that 
inspires you, and you hope to be like one day. As believers Jesus is our role model and we are called to be 
his disciples. The best way to be like Jesus is to spend time with him through reading scripture, prayer, 
having fun with godly people, going to church, and hanging out with your pastor. As you spend time with 
Jesus you will start reflecting his character. You will start loving God and other people way more than you 
did before. Your whole life will change. This doesn’t happen overnight instead Jesus begins to change your 
life gradually so that when you look back one day you will recognize how different you are. In 1 Corinthians 
11:1 Paul says, “Imitate me as I imitate the example of Christ.” Paul was so confident that he was 
following the example of Jesus that he told other people to follow his example. I don’t know if I could say 
that about myself self right now but I want to start setting an example for my friends and classmates so 
that my life and actions can help them know Christ better. 

LIFE withGOD REFLECT CHRIST
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The Lord’ s Prayer 
OUR FATHER IN HEAVEN,
    HOLY IS YOUR NAME 
YOUR KINGDOME COME

YOUR WILL BE DONE ON EARTH,
    AS IT IS IN HEAVEN.

GIVE US TODAY OUR DAILY BREAD 
AND FORGIVE US OF OUR SINS,
    AS WE HAVE FORGIVE THOSE 

WHO SIN AGAINST US.
LEAD US NOT INTO TEMPTATION 

    BUT DELIVER US FROM THE EVIL ONE.
-MATTHEW 6:9-13
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WHY WE pray
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SKIT
Guy goes on three dates: the first girl nonstop talks and doesn’t give him any chance to talk nor does 
she ask him questions. The second girl is very quiet and barely talks at all. The third girl actually has 
a conversation with him, asks him questions, and allows him to talk. He tells the girl about the other 
3 dates and how it’s refreshing to go out with someone                who talks and listens!

LESSON

Have you ever had a best friend that you could tell anything to? You can share your deepest secrets, 
thoughts, and feelings, and you know they will always care. You trust that person and no matter what, your 
best friend will always be there to listen and to love you. Just like you can share anything with your best 
friend, you can share anything with God through prayer.

Sometimes we complicate the fact that prayer is simply having a conversation with God. There are two 
parts to a conversation: talking and listening, both are necessary to have a healthy relationship. You can 
talk to God about any and everything! You can talk to God just like you talk to a friend. Tell him about your 
day. He is open to listening to you talk regardless of whether you had a good day or a bad day. The best 
thing about prayer is that you’re talking to GOD! He is more powerful than any human. You may be having 
a hard time at school, maybe you struggle with anger issues or self-image, or you may be suffering from 
a disease. You can ask Jesus to help you in school, change your character, and bring healing to your body. 
If you’re ever in a difficult situation or ever need advice, ask Jesus to help you! He listens to your prayers 
and is powerful enough to answer them! 

You can talk to God but you also should take time to listen to him. God is not a human being so he doesn’t 
talk to you like the way a person does. But he did give us the Bible. The Bible is called the Word of God. 2 
Timothy 3: 16 -17 says, “All Scripture is inspired by God and is useful to teach us what is true and to make 
us realize what is wrong in our lives. It corrects us when we are wrong and teaches us to do what is right. 
17 God uses it to prepare and equip his people to do every good work.” God speaks through the Bible. If 
you have to make a decision about something pray about it and then look in scripture first. The Bible is a 
lamp for our lives; it guides us on the right path. Whatever God tells you must align with what is already 
in scripture because God does not contradict himself. Listen to God by reading his word daily. Just pick a 
book sit down with it and read a verse or a chapter a day. As you fill your life with God’s word, he will lead 
you in purpose and calling he has for your life!

WHY WE pray PRAYER IS A CONVERSATION

lesson one
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SKIT 
3 people are going to ask the king for something: a nervous guy, a confident guy, and a nice girl. The 
queen comes up to them before they meet the king and says they will get what they ask from the 
King if they perform certain motions and say certain things that the teacher wants them to. 
The people who do the motions don’t get anything              done but the nice girl acts herself and is 
real & vulnerable with the king, he listens to her                      and cares for her cares.

LESSON

Have you ever been in a play before? In a play, you wear costumes, put on stage makeup, and pretend to 
be someone else. You use big gestures and exaggerated movements. You memorize lines so that you know 
what to say. The spotlight is on you, and you perform on a stage in front of an audience. In Matthew 6, Jesus 
warn against making prayer a performance. Jesus says, “when you pray, do not be like the hypocrites, for 
they love to pray standing in the synagogues and on the street corners to be seen by others.” Prayer is not a 
performance to show people how holy and righteous you are. Instead prayer is something personal between 
you and God. Prayer is simply having a conversation with God. 

When you pray you do not have to come to God perfect with all the rights words. You do not have to 
memorize a formula or speak a certain way. God wants you to come as you are because he is your heavenly 
father. He doesn’t care if you’re put together or not. God just wants real people who are raw and honest 
with him. King David felt like God abandoned him. In Psalm 13 he writes, “O Lord, how long will you forget 
me? Forever? How long will you look the other way? How long must I struggle with anguish in my soul, with 
sorrow in my heart every day? Turn and answer me, O Lord my God!” He was able to express his grief and 
pain because he trusted God. Can you be this honest with God?

Our society teaches us to cover-up all our imperfections and post pictures on social media that are 
flawless. You do not need to put on a mask and hide all your imperfections before God. Jesus wants you to 
be vulnerable and transparent with him because he is close to you. He wants to see our weakness, failures, 
and blemishes because he is the only one who can address them and change us. So be real with God! If 
you are joyful, express your thankfulness to Jesus. If you are sad, you can cry in the presence of God. If you 
are angry you can tell God why you’re angry. If you have doubts about God’s love you can talk to God about 
that as well! God wants you to be 

WHY WE pray BE REAL

lesson two
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SKIT 
A group of friends are hanging out every week. There is one friend that always ask for stuff. The first 
week he asks for a ride home. His friends are nice and give him a ride home; the next week he asks 
for someone to pay for his ice-cream…every week he ask for something. The group enjoys hanging 
out with him but they are getting annoyed of him                  mooching off of them.

LESSON

Think about the last time you prayed. Why did you pray? (Listen for answers) Oftentimes we pray only in 
difficult situations when we want God to do something for us. Do you only pray when you need something 
from God? In the first lesson, we learned that the prayer is a conversation between us and God. Suppose 
you were having a conversation with a friend; if you only talked to your friend when you needed something 
from him, he would think you were taking advantage of him. Prayer isn’t just asking God for stuff; Jesus 
isn’t a Genie ready to give you everything you wish for. Prayer is so much more than just brining your 
requests to Jesus. Prayer is conversation and conversation is fundamental for building a relationship with 
God. 

Today I will tell you about three other types of prayers you can incorporate in your conversation with God. 
The first is prayer of thanksgiving. Psalms 107:1 says, “Give thanks to the Lord, for he is good; his love 
endures forever.” Every blessing we have in life- that includes life, family, good health, food, safety…
everything is from God. Therefore, when we pray we must remember to thank God for the things we already 
have. It’s important to show gratitude to God daily! 

Confession is another type of prayer. When we come before God we acknowledge that we are sinners and as 
sinners we need a savior. Nothing will change the fact that we are children of God but sin places a strain 
on our relationship with Him. Jesus makes it so simple for us; all we have to do is confess our sins and ask 
him for forgiveness. The Bible says, “If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just and will forgive our sins 
and purify us from all unrighteousness” (1 John 1:9). 

Intercession is praying for the needs of other people. If a family member has a health issues, you can ask 
God to heal that person. When we intercede for others we are telling God that life isn’t just about me and 
my needs but we care for the people around us; we care for the people around the world. Prayer is all about 
developing a life-long relationship with Jesus. As you dialogue with God daily remember to give thanks to 

WHY WE pray JESUS ISNT A GENIE

lesson three
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SKIT
Use the scene from the Lion King when Simba is running through the wilderness and Mufasa calls his 
name from the sky. Mufasa calls Simba his son and reminds him of his identity.

LESSON

* Start praying the Lord’s Prayer every week

In Matthew 6, Jesus’ disciples ask him to teach them how to pray. Instead of giving them a lesson, Jesus 
provides them with an example. It is called the Lord’s Prayer. For the next couple of weeks, we will discuss 
the Lord’s Prayer and also pray it every week. It begins with addressing God as “Our Father.”

God is God; heaven is his home. We can’t see or touch God. So how can he be our father? He is not your 
biological dad instead God relates to us as a father. As followers of Jesus we are children of God so that 
means God is our father! Isn’t that incredible! Oftentimes we think of God as a judge ready to punish us 
for everything we’re doing wrong. I can’t tell you how many times I heard, “Be careful, God is watching 
you.” We are taught from a young age that God is spying on us and keeping track of all the wrong things 
we do. God is not Santa Clause; he’s not keeping a naughty or nice list. This gives us a wrong image of 
God. God calls us his children and he want us to call him father. A father is someone who listens, who 
protects, who loves, and who cares for you. A father is someone who shows mercy even when you’ve done 
something wrong!

Not everyone has a good example of an earthly father. Your father may have mistreated or abandoned you. 
You may be thinking: I don’t want God to be like my father because my father isn’t good to me. Because of 
your experience with your earthly father you may have a distorted understanding of God as father. Scripture 
describes God as a good and perfect father. 1 John 3:1 says, “How great is the love the Father has lavished 
on us that we should be called children of God!” He doesn’t just give you a little love, instead he pours out 
love for you. God’s love is unconditional. And because he loves us we do not have to be afraid of him. So, 
when we pray we can come before God’s presence boldly without fear and pour out our heart before him. 
How do you view God? Is he like a judge keeping track of all your sins or do you see him as a father who 
loves you and desires to have a good relationship with you?

WHY WE pray LORD’S PRAYER- OUR FATHER 

lesson four
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SKIT
You and some friends are invited to have dinner with the queen or a really influential person. You 
take etiquette classes, dress up, and buy her a gift. When you arrive, you show her respect and she 
comments on how polite you are. Some other guests arrive in jeans but they aren’t allowed in because 
they don’t know how important the queen is. 

LESSON

Last week we talked about God being our Father; the whole verse is “Our Father who is in Heaven, Holy is 
your name.” Can someone in here describe heaven to me? 

This prayer tells us that God not only dwells in heaven but we need to understand that God being in Heaven 
gives him ultimate authority and power. Psalm 115:3 says, “Our God is in the heavens; he does all that he 
pleases.” God, our father, has the ability to do anything he desires. He has the power to answer our prayers. 
If I was given the opportunity to meet the Queen of England in her palace I would dress up, look really nice, 
and I would bring her a gift to show her that I respect her. She is a really influential and powerful person. 
Let’s suppose the queen says to me, “what would you like from me.” Should I be afraid to tell her? No! I 
wouldn’t be afraid because she has the power to give me anything I ask for. I would probably list off a few 
things! God is more powerful than the queen and any other person living on this earth. When we pray to 
him he has the power to answer our prayers and we have to believe that! Sometimes we think of God as a 
small insignificant weak person. Our mind tells us that God isn’t listening and he can’t do anything about 
our difficulties, but our minds cannot comprehend the greatness of God. 

In the second part of this prayer we are told that God is holy. The word holy means distinct or set-apart. 
God is distinct from humans and all of creation because he is divine. People are not holy only God is! 1 
Samuel 2:2 says, “No one is holy like the Lord! There is no one other than you!” When we pray we have to 
acknowledge the fact that God is holy. We aren’t just praying to another person. People cannot answer our 
prayers only God can. We are praying to the almighty God who created the whole universe just by speaking. 
He is infinite; he existed in the past and he knows the future and he knows everything about you! We must 
believe that our prayers go up to heaven; God hears them and he will respond according to his wisdom. Our 
heavenly father is the most powerful being in the whole world!

WHY WE pray
IN HEAVEN, 
HOLY IS YOUR NAME

lesson five
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SKIT Three scenes where 3 people are in difficult situations: 1) people are talking about their 
Mother’s Day plans, then one person when asked, says they don’t have any plans because their mom 
isn’t around. 2) Somebody is trying to buy lunch but they do not have money in their account. 3) A 
student is asked a question and doesn’t know how to answer because they didn’t know one of the 
definitions to a word or does not understand English. Three ways to bring the kingdom of heaven to 
earth: 1) another friend invites the student to their Mother’s Day with their family. 2) Somebody in 
line decides to buy lunch for the person without                         the money. 3) One of the students 
offers to help the student learn English and                                  understand the definitions. 

LESSON

Do you ever watch the news and get disgusted by what you hear? I am sick of the evil and suffering in this 
world. Anytime I watch the news I feel like there is more evil than good in this world. This week the Lord’s 
Prayer says, “Your kingdom Come.” In the midst of immense brokenness and suffering we can pray and 
hope that God’s kingdom would come to earth.

When God created the world there was no pain, sickness, war, evil, or death. It was perfect. But sin crept 
into the world and destroyed it. Every one of us in this room has experienced the death of a loved one, has 
heard of war in the world, and has dealt with some kind of pain. It’s just part of life. But when we pray for 
God’s kingdom come to earth, we are asking God to reverse the evil and pain. That’s exactly what Jesus 
did during his time on earth. He showed people what the kingdom of God looks like by taking care of the 
poor, praying for the sick, encouraging people with his words, and loving everyone. If you are a follower 
of Jesus, you should show people what the kingdom of looks like. When you interact with your friends and 
classmates don’t tear them down and say mean things. Stand up for a person being bullied. Pray for your 
sick friends. Invite the uncool people to sit with you at lunch. Share the gospel with someone. Pay for 
someone’s lunch. We bring the kingdom of God to earth by reflecting the heart of Jesus, by demonstrating 
this kindness and goodness. We are the hands and feet of Jesus and we can show people what heaven will 
be like one day.

When I feel overwhelmed by the evil in this world, I pray that God would return and fix it all. Jesus promises 
us that one day he will come back and reestablish his kingdom. Revelation 21:4 says, “Look, God’s home is 
now among his people! He will live with them, and they will be his people. God himself will be with them. 
He will wipe every tear from their eyes, and there will be no more death or sorrow or crying or pain. All these 
things are gone forever.” I cannot wait for that day!  

WHY WE pray YOUR KINGDOM COME

lesson six
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SKIT 
A baseball player has been practicing for weeks for his final championship game and prays for no 
rain so he can play his game. Meanwhile a farmer is struggling to provide for his family because his 
crops are dying and he prays for rain for his crops. It rains and the baseball player is really angry 
but the farmer dances and praises God for                            providing the rain.

LESSON

As people who follow Jesus, we are taught to pray. But what if you were praying for a brother to be healed 
of cancer and he wasn’t. What if you prayed to get an A on the math test and you didn’t. How many of you 
have prayed for something and it didn’t happen? What do you do in those situations (Listen for answers)? 
This week in the Lord’s prayer we are asking God for his will to be done in our lives. 

There is a person in the Bible named Job. Job was a righteous man who loved God with his whole heart and 
he followed God. Unexpectedly one day, Job’s children died and he was in a really hard place. Job’s wife told 
him to “Curse God and die” (Job 2:9). But he didn’t do that. He continued to trust in God through the most 
painful situation in life even though he did not understand why God would allow him to suffer this much. 
God was so impressed by Job’s faith that he blesses him

You may have desperately prayed for something to happen but you did not receive what you prayed for. 
That is a hard place to be in. It happens to all of us. But that does not mean we should give up on God or 
give up on prayer. Isaiah 55: 8-9 says, “My thoughts are nothing like your thoughts. And my ways are far 
beyond anything you can image. For just as the heavens are higher than the earth, so my ways are higher 
than your ways and my thoughts higher than your thoughts.”
You may not understand why things didn’t go as you wished or planned but this verse reminds us that 
God’s plan for our lives is greater than our plan for our lives. Therefore, we must believe that God knows the 
best pathway for our lives. He knows what he is doing therefore we must trust him to lead us. 

Did you know that before Jesus was about to die he went and prayed in a garden? In Matthew 26:39 Jesus 
prays, “My Father! If it is possible, let this cup of suffering be taken away from me. Yet I want your will to 
be done, not mine.” Jesus was human and just like any human he did not want to die. But he there was a 
greater plan for his death and resurrection. Although he did not want to die, Jesus ended his prayer with 
“your will be done, not mine.” God’s will is not always our will or what we want. But like Jesus, we should 
pray that the will of God be done in our lives because God loves you and is much wiser than you! 

WHY WE pray YOUR WILL BE DONE

lesson seven
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SKIT
Morgan is in line for lunch, as she is walking to sit with her friends she sees a girl trip and drop her 
lunch. People start laughing but Morgan feels bad for her. Morgan only has $3 left and she really 
wants to buy herself a brownie. She is torn between whether to buy a brownie or give the girl the money 
for lunch. She decides to help the girl up, clean up         the mess, and give her the money.  

LESSON

Has anyone in here ever seen a lion chase after gazelles on discovery channel? The lion spots a herd of 
gazelles in the distance; he hides and waits for them to come closer. As they come closer he immediately 
pouches and grabs a gazelle. The rest of the herd runs away out of fear. The gazelle is the lion’s dinner. 
Lions spend all their time and energy trying to catch animals because that is the only way they can survive. 
That’s because they have no purpose or meaning for life beyond just survival. 

Just like the lions, we have daily needs that must be met: In the Lord’s Prayer we pray, “give us this day 
our daily bread.” Daily bread doesn’t mean bread fresh from an oven you can eat. Instead it represents 
everything we need to survive daily: food, shelter, clothing, water. Life would be very hard and nearly 
impossible to live without these things. God wants you to ask him for what you need daily because he 
wants you to be dependent on him for everything. If you ever need anything, who’s the first person you ask? 
Have you ever thought about asking God first?

Psalm 34:10 says that “the lions of the field may grow weak and hungry, but those who seek the Lord will 
have every good thing they need.” Unlike the lions who depend on their own strength and live solely to meet 
their needs, God promises to provide so that we may live for a greater purpose. Your purpose in life is not to 
just accumulate a lot of stuff. It’s not to get the latest iPhone, or the trendiest shoes, or the best new toys 
so you can make people jealous of you. It’s not to grow up and make a lot of money so that you can live a 
luxurious selfish lifestyle. God doesn’t give you this stuff to increase your popularity or your cool factor. No, 
God blesses you with material things so that you can bless other people. You already know that there are 
a lot of people in this world and even in this state who barely have anything. As the Lord blesses you it is 
important to give back. Your school may have a canned good donation, or your church may have a clothing 
drive, you could volunteer at a homeless shelter, or offer to buy lunch for a classmate. These are a few ways 
you can bless other people. As you go to class today, ask God how you could bless the people around you.

WHY WE pray DAILY BREAD

lesson eight
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SKIT
You are playing in a basketball game, a guy from the opposing team trips you and makes you fall. The 
referee didn’t see him doing it so the kid doesn’t get in trouble. But you’re on the floor in pain & angry. 
At the end of the game you have to show good sportsmanship & shake the guys hand who tripped you. 
It’s hard for you to but you decide to forgive him. 

LESSON

Today we are going to focus on forgiveness. The Lord’s Prayer says: “Forgive us of our debts as we have 
forgiven our debtors.” The word debt in this prayer means sin. There are two parts to this prayer: asking 
Jesus to forgive our sins and forgiving other people. If someone punched you in the face how would you 
respond?

There are 3 ways you can respond. First you can just ignore it and not tell anyone. Sometimes it is okay to 
ignore things, but often-times ignoring hurt can lead to bitterness and anger. We should learn how to deal 
with our emotions and resolve conflict rather than suppressing our feelings.

The second way to respond is getting even. You could punch the person back or do something even worse. 
Usually revenge comes naturally; it’s like a knee jerk reaction. Your brother hits you for no reason, and you 
whack him on the head. Romans 12:19 says, “Dear friends, never take revenge. Leave that to the righteous 
anger of God. For the Scriptures say, “I will take revenge; I will pay them back,” says the LORD.” It feels so 
good to get even but God doesn’t want us to retaliate. Instead we should let God take care of the situation.  
We always hear the phrase, “hurt people hurt people.” That is true but it doesn’t always have to be that 
way. Forgiveness is the third option. In the Lord’s Prayer Jesus says forgiveness is the best option. We are 
to forgive others because Jesus forgave us of our sins. 

Forgiveness doesn’t mean pretending you never got hurt nor does it mean allowing people to take advantage 
of you. Forgiveness does not mean keeping your hurt a secret; it’s important to tell your teacher, parent, or 
counselor. Forgiveness involves letting go of anger and not holding their sin against them. Here are some 
practical ways to forgive someone who has hurt you: resist the desire to get even with them, pray for them, 
or seek reconciliation with them. Jesus even says, “Bless those who curse you” (Luke 6:28). Letting go of 
hurt and forgiving people is not easy but God can give you the strength to do it. Take a moment to think 
about who God wants you to forgive. Ask God to heal your pain and give you the strength to let go of anger 
and move on. 

WHY WE pray FORGIVENESS 

lesson nine
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SKIT 
Group of friends are bored on the weekend. They try to come up with things to do (go swimming, 
play basketball, play pranks on neighbors). One kid suggests they download and R-rated movie on 
their computer and watch it. Everyone likes that idea except for 2 kids. They leave and go swimming 
instead. 

LESSON

Have you ever been invited to do something that you know your parents would say no to? Like going to an 
R-rated movie, drinking, cussing, or participating in inappropriate jokes. You know the bible says its wrong 
and your conscience tells you not to do it but it is hard for you to resist because everyone else is doing it? 
We have all been in those situations where we are tempted to do wrong. 

This week we will focus on the part that says, “Lead us not into temptation but deliver us from evil.” The 
dictionary defines temptation as, “a desire to do something, especially something wrong or unwise.” You 
know you are being tempted when your conscience is telling you to not to do something but you want to 
do it anyways. Your friends may invite you to watch an R-rated movie or to a party and you wrestle with 
whether to do it or not. That is temptation. We are all human so we all face temptation. Adam and Eve 
were tempted to eat the fruit in the garden of Eden, Joseph was tempted to have a sexual relationship with 
Pharaoh’s wife, Jesus was tempted to worship Satan. You shouldn’t feel guilty about temptation, it is not 
a sin. It depends on how you respond; giving into temptation is a sin. Neither Jesus nor Joseph gave into 
temptation but Adam and Eve did and they faced the consequences. 

It can be really challenging to resist peer pressure especially when everyone else is doing it and you want to 
fit in. So how should we respond when we are being tempted? 2 Timothy 2:22 says, “Flee from temptation; 
Instead, pursue righteous living, faithfulness, love, and peace. Enjoy the friendship of those who call on 
the Lord with pure hearts.” Oftentimes when we are being peer pressured into doing something wrong we 
think about it and talk ourselves into doing it. But the Bible instructs us to run away from temptation; 
don’t even think about it. If all your friends cuss because it’s the cool thing to do and you know you’re 
being inappropriate, you need to find friends who share your values. It’s hard to take a bold stance and 
just say “NO” because you be mocked and teased. But the Holy Spirit lives in you and you he can give you 
the courage and strength to stand for Jesus.  

WHY WE pray TEMPTATION

lesson ten
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THE HOLY SPIRIT PRODUCES THIS 

KIND OF FRUIT IN OUR LIVES: 

LOVE, JOY, PEACE, PATIENCE, 

KINDNESS, GOODNESS, FAITHFULNESS, 

GENTLENESS, AND SELF-CONTROL. 

-GALATIANS 5:22-23
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FRUIT OF THE holySPIRIT
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SKIT  Conversation between a mommy tree and a baby branch. The branch wants to be independent 
and be its own tree. The mom reminds the branch that he cannot survive on his own; if he remains 
connected to the mom he will grow into a strong beautiful branch that bears fruit and birds can 
perch on. One day a storm comes by and the branch is struck by lighting and falls to the ground. It 
is no longer connected to the tree. The branch is initially                  excited but quickly realizes it has 
no way to receive nutrients.  

LESSON
Talk about your favorite fruit and why you love it (bring the fruit). Then ask the audience what their favorite 
fruit is. For the next 9 weeks we are going to talk about a different kind of fruit, called the fruit of the Holy 
Spirit. It’s not fruit that you hold or eat, but the fruit of the Spirit are characteristics the Holy Spirit grows 
in you.  

Before Jesus went back to heaven, he made a special promise to His disciples. He said, “It is for your 
good that I am going away. Unless I go away, the Friend will not come to help you. But if I go, I will send 
Him to you.” (John 16:6-8) The Friend that Jesus was talking about is God’s Holy Spirit. A week after Jesus 
ascended to heaven all the disciples were together with other believers praying in unity. There was an 
amazing sound and each of the people there were filled with the Holy Spirit (Acts 2:1-4). If you believe in 
Jesus, you have the Holy Spirit living within you. As the Holy Spirit lives within us he produces good fruits 
in your lives and people can see these fruits. Galatians 5:22-23 says, “But the Holy Spirit produces this 
kind of fruit in our lives: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-
control.” 
When was the last time you got angry, were impatient, and complained? Naturally, it’s easier to act on 
impulse. We have a sinful nature, that means it is much easier for us to do wrong than it is to right. But 
when we have the Holy Spirit living within us he can change our nature by developing the fruit of the Holy 
Spirit within us. In John 15:5 Jesus says, “I am the vine, and you are the branches. If any remain in me 
and I remain in them, they produce much fruit. But without me they can do nothing.” Can a branch survive 
on its own without being connected to a tree? No. Jesus is saying that in order to produce love, joy, peace, 
patience, kindness, goodness, gentleness, faithfulness, and self-control we need to be connected to Him. 
The branch doesn’t need to try and create the fruit in its own power. Instead when we are connected to 
Jesus, through reading scripture, attending church, and prayer, we will naturally start bearing the fruit of 
the Holy Spirit. In the next few weeks, we will be learning about the different fruits the Holy Spirit produces 
in us and how he does that in our lives. 

*Each week have the kids repeat Galatians 5:22 – 23 (The Holy Spirit produces this kind of fruit in our 
lives: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control.)

FRUIT OF THE holySPIRIT
INTRODUCTION

lesson one
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lesson two
SKIT 
It Valentine’s Day, everyone brings their significant other balloons, candy, and bears. You could be 
sad but instead you decide to show love to your teachers, the janitors, and the cafeteria ladies. You 
write them cards and bring them candy!

LESSON
Today, we’ll focus on love. What is love? Listen for answers. Love is a word we hear a
lot and it’s a word we use a lot. I might say, “I love ice cream,” or “I love sunny days.” A lot of our 
mainstream pop songs talk about falling in love or “making love.” Media tends to sexualize love and 
portrays it as getting physically intimate with another person. So when the Bible talks about love, what 
does it mean? Love is an emotion so it’s a word that is hard to define but easy to describe. The Bible 
provides a beautiful description of love, “Love is patient. Love is kind. It does not want what belongs to 
others. It does not brag. It is not proud. It is not rude. It does not look out for its own interests. It does not 
easily become angry. It does not keep track of other people’s wrongs. Love is not happy with evil. But it is 
full of joy when the truth is spoken. It always protects. It always trusts. It always hopes. It never gives up. 
Love never fails” (1 Cor 13: 4-8). Does the Bible mention romantic things like red roses or heart shaped 
candy? No, love is not exclusively reserved for valentine’s day.

These verses tell us that love is an action! If you really love someone you would show it by the way you treat 
that person. You know your grandma loves you because she tells you but she also shows you. She spends 
time with you, cooks for you, takes you to church, and gives you presents on your birthday. If she only said 
she loved you but never showed it, would you believe her? In 1 John 3:18, Jesus says, “Dear children, let’s 
not merely say that we love each other; let us show the truth by our actions.”

The most perfect example of love is Jesus. When he lived on earth Jesus healed the sick, took care of the 
poor, fed the hungry, forgave those who mistreated him, and he prayed for people. His death on the cross 
for the forgiveness of our sins was the ultimate act of love for us. He set an example for us by showing us 
how we should love one another. Jesus said the whole bible can be summed up into two principles: Love 
God and Love People. We demonstrate we love God by following his word. We show we love people by the 
way we treat them! Show someone you love them today!

FRUIT OF THE holySPIRIT LOVE 
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SKIT Teacher gives a test; 2 kids study really hard for the test and they both take it. Both of them 
are confident that they did well. Teacher passes the test back and both kids get a 75. One kid freaks 
out and starts crying. He says out loud I am a failure, I am never going to get into Harvard. The 
other kid is initially disappointed, but he thanks God he passed, asks his teacher for tutoring, and 
whistles as he walks to his next class. Both kids react                      differently.

LESSON
What makes you happy? What makes you sad? Listen for answers. If you got a new puppy today, would you 
be happy or sad? But what if you broke a bone and need to get a cast? You may not be happy when you’re 
getting a cast put on but can you be joyful? 

Joy and Happiness are not the same thing. The word happy comes from the same word as happen. We 
feel happy if something good is happening to us at that moment. But this means that being happy is just 
temporary – it doesn’t last. One minute something good could be happening and we are happy, but the 
next minute something bad could be happening and we could be upset. 

Joy is different. Happiness is an emotion but joy is an attitude. Joy does not depend on what is happening 
to us; we can always have joy no matter what. Philippians 4:4 says, “4 Rejoice in the Lord always. I will 
say it again: Rejoice.” Did you know that the apostle Paul wrote this when he was in prison? After 4 years 
of being imprisoned he was put to death. He had joy even though he was being punished for teaching 
about Jesus. You may be thinking how can anyone have joy in jail? Naturally we cannot have joy in difficult 
situations. Our first response when something bad happens is to freak out; we become discouraged, 
fearful, and depressed. But God was the source of Paul’s joy!  Paul knew that even in the worst most 
painful situation no one could take Jesus away from him and that gave him great joy. 

It’s easy to take our eyes off Jesus and focus on our problems. When our problems become bigger than 
the greatness of God we lose our joy. But when we bring our problems to Jesus he reminds us that he is in 
control and that all things work together for those who love him. Are you having a hard time with family, 
did you find out a friend betrayed you, is someone close to you struggling with a terminal illness. When I 
say joy is an attitude that doesn’t mean that you have to have a smile on our face all the time. No, but it 
means that we do not have to worry or fear because deep down inside we trust God! The joy of the Lord is 
our strength and it gives us courage to overcome anything in life!

FRUIT OF THE holySPIRIT

lesson three

JOY
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lesson four
SKIT 
Dad comes home and tells family he lost his job. The kids start crying and say: are we going to get 
any Christmas presents, how can you pay my phone bill, will we be able to go on vacation? The Dad 
has complete peace. He reminds them that they have more than most kids in the world; then he calls 
his family together to pray. 

LESSON
Do you ever watch the news and get angry by what you see and hear? There is so much violence and hatred 
in this world and it seems as though the bad in this world outweighs the good. Our lesson today is on 
peace. How would you describe the word peace? (Listen for answers) Some people would say that peace 
is the opposite of war, when there is no fighting or violence. There is peace in our homes when nobody is 
arguing or fighting.

As followers of Jesus we are called to be peacemakers. A peacemaker is someone who makes peace. Seems 
simple, but it’s hard to practice.  In Luke 6:29, Jesus says, “If someone slaps you on one cheek, offer the 
other cheek also. If someone demands your coat, offer your shirt also.” When attacked, our first instinct is 
to get even and slap the person back. Jesus always encourages us to seek peace rather than retaliate out 
of anger.

The second type of peace is peace within our hearts. Philippians 4: 6-7 says, “6 Don’t worry about anything; 
instead, pray about everything. Tell God what you need, and thank him for all he has done. 7 Then you will 
experience God’s peace, which exceeds anything we can understand. His peace will guard your hearts and 
minds as you live in Christ Jesus.” Worry steals our peace and lies to us by saying that God doesn’t care. 
Instead of worry Jesus tells us to bring our fears and anxieties to him and he will give us peace, a peace 
that is unexplainable. This peace stays with us even in the worst situations. For instance, what if your 
dad lost his job, and he didn’t know how he would pay the bills or put food on the table. That would be a 
pretty scary situation. Our initial response is to freak out. “What if we won’t have enough money for food, 
what if we have to sell our house, how am I going to pay for lunch.” Our mind starts racing with thoughts 
of hopelessness and we expect the worst. How would it be possible to have peace in this situation? But 
Jesus promises us that he will take care of everything. We will always go through stressful situations in 
life. Instead of freaking out we should learn to bring our fears to the Lord and he will give us peace.  

FRUIT OF THE holySPIRIT PEACE 
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SKIT  
You have to get to a friend’s birthday party on time. You get into your car and start driving; the driver 
in front of you is really slow and you have road rage. The car finally turns but now there is traffic and 
that makes you even more angry. Then finally you have to get a cake from the store, the baker spells 
your friends name wrong and then you have to wait in a                    long checkout line. By this time, 
you think, “can my day get any worse.” 

LESSON
As humans, we don’t like to wait. Just think about the last time you were stuck in traffic, stood in a long 
checkout line at the grocery store, or driving behind a slow car in a fast lane. We respond with honking, 
showing our frustration through our facial expressions, or by saying unpleasant things. Our immediate 
reaction is to get frustrated and irritated. Today we are going to discuss the fruit of the spirit called 
patience. How would you define the word patience? Patience isn’t just waiting for things but it is waiting 
with a good attitude. Patience is waiting without complaining or getting annoyed. 
In the book of Genesis, God made a promise with Abraham and Sarah that they would have a son. They were 
both already old and could not have children. But you would think they would have had a son immediately 
especially if God said it would happen. Did you know that they waited 25 years for God’s promise to be 
fulfilled; not 2 years, not 10 years, but 25 years! Wow, that is a really long time to wait. We get upset 
waiting in the lunch line or for a friend to show up. But imagine having to wait that long. 

What’s the purpose of waiting? Why doesn’t God just hand us whatever we want immediately. First waiting 
teaches us to trust in God. God isn’t a vending machine dispensing whatever we ask for. He wants to build 
a relationship with us. When we wait on Jesus we show him that we trust him and are dependent on him. 
It is in the waiting that Abraham and Sarah learned to be completely dependent on God; their faith grew. 
We look up to Abraham and Sarah because they trusted in God without giving up hope. 

It’s important to practice patience in the simple things like waiting in line for lunch or for a friend that’s 
arriving late so that one day when you have to wait for major things like the person God has for you to 
marry or waiting for a job offer you will already know how to wait with a good attitude and with confidence 
in the lord. We all have to wait for things in life; don’t get frustrated but learn to wait with a good attitude 
trusting in God that he will not disappoint you. He always keeps his promises.

FRUIT OF THE holySPIRIT
PATIENCE

lesson five
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lesson six
SKIT 
You have a really mean teacher who grades really hard. All the students dislike her and try to avoid 
her class. Everyone says mean things about her and she knows she is not liked by most students. 
You bring her a gift on her birthday and she smiles. All the other students call you a teacher’s pet. 

LESSON
Today, we’ll focus on love. What is love? Listen for answers. Love is a word we hear a
Why is Jesus so amazing? What have you heard about him (listen for answers)? When he lived on earth, 
Jesus was an incredible person. Everyday thousands of people gathered to hear Jesus speak. Jesus was 
so popular because he perfectly demonstrated the fruit of the Spirit we are talking about today, kindness. 

There is a story in Bible where Jesus heals 10 lepers. Leprosy is a terrible disease that causes people to 
lose feeling and it eats away at the skin; if its left untreated it can cause blindness and the loss of fingers 
and toes. It was very common in Jesus’ time and is still common in many countries around the world. In the 
times of Jesus, people with leprosy were outcasts; they were kicked out of their families and communities 
because it was a contagious disease. One day 10 lepers approach Jesus and they say, “Jesus, Master, have 
mercy on us!” Jesus heals the lepers. They no longer have to suffer from this terrible disease. “15 One 
of them, when he saw that he was healed, came back to Jesus, shouting, “Praise God!” 16 He fell to the 
ground at Jesus’ feet, thanking him for what he had done.”

There are many stories in the Bible of Jesus healing people who are blind, sick, deaf, and even stories of 
him raising dead people back to life. People liked being around Jesus because he was kind to all people, 
including the ones society labeled as worthless. 

Why is being mean valued in our culture? It seems as though the mean girls or guys are the most popular 
ones. Being mean is cool because it shows that you are better than someone else. Whether its tearing 
someone down because they’re not good at basketball, teasing a kid for smelling weird, or laughing at the 
way a classmate dresses. In the kingdom of God all people are people; God doesn’t rank people based on 
money, Instagram followers, or nationality. He wants us to be kind to all people, including those who are 
not your friends and those who are different from you. Jesus was an incredible person because he didn’t go 
around telling people he was God but he showed people he was God through his actions. Let’s show people 
we follow Jesus by being kind with our words, actions, and our attitudes.

FRUIT OF THE holySPIRIT KINDNESS 
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SKIT 
A tall 8th grader is asked to do a trustfall. A short 6th grader offers to catch him. He begins to fall 
backwards but them get really nervous because there is no way the 6th grader can catch him. A 
group of people decide to help the 6th grader out and they are able to catch the 8th grader.

LESSON
How many of you in this room have heard the word faith? When you’re going through tough times like 
making good grades, not getting into a sports team, praying for the healing of a sick relative people 
usually respond, “I’m sorry you’re going through a rough time just have faith, God will get you through it.” 
The word faith is used all the time, but what does it mean? Can anyone here describe what faith means 
(listen for answers)?

The Bible gives us a clear definition: “faith is being sure of what we hope for and certain of what we do not 
see” (Hebrews 11:1). Faith gives us assurance about things we cannot see; it is having confidence that 
what we hope for will actually happen. This week’s fruit of the Spirit is faithfulness, which simply means 
full of faith.  

2 Corinthians 5:7 says, “For we live by faith, not by sight.” There is a character in the Old Testament named 
Daniel. Daniel and his friends loved God and worshiped him. One day the king made a golden statue of 
himself and demanded that everyone worship him. Daniel and his friends refused to bow down to the idol. 
This made the king very mad and he ordered that they be thrown into a burning furnace. Daniel responded, 
“If that is the case, our God whom we serve is able to deliver us from the burning fiery furnace, and He 
will deliver us from your hand, O king. But if not, let it be known to you, O king, that we do not serve your 
gods, nor will we worship the gold image which you have set up” (Daniel 3:17-18). This was an impossible 
situation they could not get themselves out of; they didn’t know if God was going to rescue them or not but 
they believed by faith that he would. The king threw Daniel and his friends in the fire and he was amazed 
that they were not burned; instead they walked out of that fire without a single burn. 

This is what it means to live by faith. Even though your situation seems hopeless and nothing good can 
come out of it we put our trust in God, having confidence that he will come through for us. Fear is the 
opposite of faith. Fear lies to you and tells you to expect the worse outcome. Fear tells you God does not 
love you that is why you’re going through something. Do not listen to your fears; live by faith. Fear leads to 
depression and anger against God but faith gives you joy and reminds you of the promise that Jesus has 
not abandoned. He loves you and is near you. 

FRUIT OF THE holySPIRIT

lesson seven

FAITHFULNESS
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lesson eight
SKIT 
 Two kids in a fight over something stupid. One kid is very violent with his words and throws 
punches. The other kids isn’t; this kid is called a wimp and laughed at and mocked. The other kid 
gets in trouble and is punished for fighting but the kid that responded gently is praised. 

LESSON
How would you describe a gentleman (listen for response)? The dictionary defines gentleman as a man 
with good manners who is courteous and polite. Its every girl’s dream to date a gentleman! Too many 
people equate being gentle with being weak. Have you ever seen a fight at school? Students gather around 
the two people fighting and cheer on the one throwing the punches. If the other person chooses not to fight, 
he is called weak and a sissy. Our culture teaches us that strength is showing people you’re physically 
strong. But in the Bible Jesus describes gentleness as a strength.

Before Jesus was crucified on the cross he was taken to court. The priests falsely accused Jesus for things 
he never did; they hated Jesus and wanted him dead so they made up lies about him being a criminal. 
Imagine someone spreading rumors about you that were not true. How would you respond? You could either 
get angry and retaliate or you could address the situation with gentleness. Jesus stayed calm in front of 
his accusers. The governor said to Jesus, “Don’t you hear all these charges they are bringing against you?” 
But Jesus made no response to any of the charges much to the governor’s surprise” (Matthew 27:13,14).  

I am amazed at how Jesus responded. Jesus is God. He could have called down angels from heaven and 
destroyed priests and proved to everyone he definitely is God. That would have been so easy for him to do. 
But he chooses not to do that instead he demonstrates how strong he is by practicing gentleness. Proverbs 
15:1 says, “A gentle answer turns anger away. But mean words stir up anger.” Have you heard the saying: 
you can’t fight fire with fire? That is exactly what this verse is saying. If someone cusses you out and 
you respond the same way it just makes the other person even more angry. The fire gets larger and the 
problem gets bigger. The best way to respond is with gentleness; you may feel powerless and weak when 
you respond this way but God sees you as strong and confident because you are following the example of 
Jesus. Remember strength isn’t about showing people you are strong instead you are strong when you walk 
in gentleness. We cannot do this on our own but the Holy Spirit gives us the power to control our anger and 
our words. 

FRUIT OF THE holySPIRIT GENTLENESS 
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SKIT  
You’re invited to a party where you know there will be alcohol and cute girls/guys. All the cool kids go 
and your friends are pressuring you to go. You have to decide between whether to lie to your parents 
and go or practice self-control. 

LESSON
There’s a famous experiment called the marshmallow test, you can watch it on YouTube; it’s really funny. 
A teacher places one marshmallow in front of a child and before leaving the room the teacher tells the 
child he has two choices: 1). Eat the marshmallow now 2). If he waits until the teacher returns he will be 
rewarded with 2 marshmallows for his patience. The kid waits, he pokes the marshmallow, stares at it, and 
licks it. After waiting for a little bit he can’t resist anymore so he eats the marshmallow. How many of you 
think you would have done the same thing this boy did? Humans have a hard time practicing self-control. 
We want everything NOW! 

As you may have guessed, we are going to talk about the self-control today, which simply means controlling 
yourself. Why do we need to control ourselves? Imagine a world where we could do anything we wanted. 
Sounds great at first, but we are all sinful humans so this world would be filled with so much sin, evil, and 
hatred, even more than what we already see. Anytime someone felt like doing something they would just 
do it. Galatians 5:17 says, “The sinful nature wants to do evil, which is just the opposite of what the Spirit 
wants. And the Spirit gives us desires that are the opposite of what the sinful nature desires. These two 
forces are constantly fighting each other.” 

Self-control means controlling our sinful desires, emotions, behaviors, and impulses by allowing the Holy 
Spirit to control us. As followers of Jesus, you have the Holy Spirit living within you and the Holy Spirit gives 
you the power to control your sinful nature. That doesn’t mean it comes easy; self-control takes time and 
discipline. Let’s suppose your parents set your curfew at 9pm, but your friends parents let them stay out 
until 11pm. Your sinful natures says it’s okay to scream at them for being so unfair and to stay out past 
curfew, but the Holy Spirit reminds you that your parents set rules in place because they love you so be 
gentle towards them. The Holy Spirit doesn’t force you to do right but he gives you the desire to do what is 
right. It is our choice to either listen to our sinful nature or to listen to the Holy Spirit. Since the Holy Spirit 
lives within you, you have the power to practice self-control in any situation. 

FRUIT OF THE holySPIRIT
SELF CONTROL

lesson nine
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lesson ten
SKIT 
Baby tree looks up and sees big trees and wants to be like them. It says, “one day I want to be like 
those big trees that are so strong and courageous when storms pass by.” The big trees share stories 
from childhood when they were as old as the baby tree and tell him that he will get there one day. 

LESSON
Can you image your life without microwaves? I can’t. If I am watching a movie and want popcorn, I just 
stick a bag in the microwave and in 2 minutes I have popcorn! If I didn’t have a microwave, I would have to 
make them on the stove and that would take much longer.  Our modern world has many conveniences like 
microwaves, cars, and the Internet; these things make life so much easier. However, the things we value 
the most usually require time and work to achieve. 

Developing the fruit of the Holy Spirit doesn’t happen overnight. It takes time to grow. Did you know that if 
you plant an apple seed today you would have to wait 8 years to see fruit? The tree has to first germinate, 
sprout, and then it grows slowly before you see any fruit. It is very important that the trees grow slowly so 
that they can grow deep roots. A tree produces good fruit if it has a good root system. The bible compares 
us to trees. Matthew 7: 17-20 says, “A good tree produces good fruit, and a bad tree produces bad fruit. 
A good tree can’t produce bad fruit and a bad tree can’t produce good fruit. So every tree that does not 
produce good fruit is chopped down and thrown into the fire. Yes, just as you can identify a tree by its fruit, 
so you can identify people by their actions.” 

The past 10 weeks we have talked about the fruit of the spirit. These are the good fruit the Holy Spirit 
produces in your life. What are some things plants need to grow (listen for answers)? Just like a tree needs 
nutrients, water, and sunlight to grow we need essentials to grow the fruit of the Holy Spirit. First the Holy 
Spirit lives in you if you follow Jesus. Now it is our responsibility to soak in the word of God by reading the 
Bible, to talk to God through prayer, and to surround ourselves with friends who challenge us to follow 
Jesus. What are the three essentials for growth (ask them to repeat what you just said)? These are three 
ways you can feed yourself spiritually. As you grow and continue to do these things you will see that the 
Holy Spirit starts producing love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and 
self-control in your life slowly. But just remember you have to be patient to see fruit. Keep following Jesus 
and you will see that he will change you and make you into a beautiful person!

FRUIT OF THE holySPIRIT GROW
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 “COME, FOLLOW ME,” 

JESUS SAID, 

“AND I WILL SEND YOU 

OUT TO FISH FOR PEOPLE.”

-MATTHEW 4:19
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THE PARABLES OF  jesus
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ASK: How do you like to learn? Do you like to sit and read, listen to your teachers teach or do you learn through stories (ask students which 
they prefer)?
SAY: Jesus taught using stories. The stories he told were simple but they contained important lessons about the Kingdom of God. The stories 
he told are called parables. This semester we will go through some of these parables and learn the important lessons behind them! 

Today we are going to start with the parable of the sower, it’s about a farmer who scatters seeds in different areas.
Follow Along with me as I read Luke 8:4-8
4 And when a great crowd was gathering and people from town after town came to him, Jesus said in a parable, 5 “A sower went out to sow his 
seed. And as he sowed, some fell along the path and was trampled underfoot, and the birds of the air ate them. 6 And some fell on the rock, 
and as the plant grew, it withered away because it had no moisture. 7And some seeds fell among thorns, and the thorns grew and choked the 
plant. 8 And some fell into good soil, these plants grew and produced a great harvest.” Then he said, “He who has ears to hear, let him hear.”

Soil 1- Footpath
The soil in this story represents our hearts, the seeds are the gospel. This parable illustrates how people respond to the gospel of Jesus when 
they hear it. Imagine a farmer scattering seeds and they fall everywhere. The first seeds he threw fell on a path.
Do: take a couple of seeds and throw them on the ground (be careful not to throw them at people)
Ask: Will these seeds grow?
No, because there is no soil. These seeds represent people who hear about Jesus but they don’t ever believe; they know who God is but choose 
not to follow him.

Soil 2- Rocks
Do: place some seeds in a cup filled with rocks.
Ask: Some seeds fall on rocks; do you think these seeds will grow?
They may start growing but they will eventually die because they don’t have any nutrients. This represents people who hear about Jesus and 
they are so excited at first. They want to know more, so they start reading their Bible and going to youth group. But then something hard 
happens, like you don’t make the football team or you move to a new town away from your friends and you are very lonely. You begin to blame 
God for these misfortunes; that excitement you once had fades & you stop trusting in him.

Soil 3- Thorns
Some seeds fell on thorns. The thorns represent distractions. These are people who hear about Jesus, they get so excited and start following 
him, but they get distracted by other things. People like this say, I want to follow Jesus but I don’t have time for him because of basketball or 
cheerleading practice, I have too much homework, I want to play video games all day.
None of those things are bad, but they cannot be the priority in your life. Ask yourself, what do I give the most time to in my life.

Soil 4- Good Soil
The last seed fell on good soil. This seed has all the right ingredients to grow: water, sunlight, and good soil. These people hear the gospel 
about Jesus, they believe in him, trust in him and give in priority in their lives. Because of this, they grow and their faith in Jesus grows strong 
and they produce fruit.

Conclusion: All of us in this room have heard or will hear about Jesus this year but it is up to us on how we receive it. This week, let’s think 
about what kind of soil represents our life and let’s ask God to help us become the good soil.

THE PARABLES OF  jesus

lesson one
SKIT: Several students are studying for a test and all put their hope in their own study methods. One 
uses the trustworthy method of hard work, but the others trust to sleeping with the book under the pillow 
or working out with the book. On test day, the results are obvious (each person represents a different 
soil; only one method produces good results).

THE SOWER
         HEARING THE GOSPEL
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lesson two
SKIT: Mom tells boy to clean out basement, he complains the whole time, as he is cleaning 
he finds a baseball bat owned by his grandfather. He runs upstairs in excitement to find 
this heirloom. He takes it to school the next day and people don’t recognize the value of 
the bat, they call it useless, old and stupid. But he can only recognize the value of it.

LESSON 

ASK: How many of you have a very valuable possession that you would never want to give up? Maybe something passed down from your 
grandparents, an old photo album or a piece of jewelry passed downed to you. 

The parable we are going to read today tells us about a treasure that is very valuable, more valuable than anything we have and anything on 
the earth and we can all have it for free! 

Follow along with me as I read Matthew 13: 44-45
44 “The kingdom of heaven is like treasure hidden in a field, which a man found and hid; and for joy over it he goes and sells all that he has 
and buys that field. 45 “Again, the kingdom of heaven is like a merchant seeking beautiful pearls, 46 who, when he
had found one pearl of great price, went and sold all that he had and bought it.

In this parable we see that a man sells everything he has to buy something very valuable. The treasure and the pearl represent Jesus and the 
salvation he offers.

You may be wondering: what’s so great about Jesus and why is he so valuable? Let me tell you a little story called the Good News or the Gospel.

Ask: Raise your hand if you agree with me on this: it is so much easier to do the wrong thing than it is to do the right thing. For example, 
suppose you find out that one of your friends is spreading rumors about you, is it easier to be calm and peaceful or angry? Or suppose you 
want the best grade on your math test but you don’t know the answer to a couple of questions on it, is it easier to cheat or to just get the 
answers wrong? 

For some reason it is easier to choose to do wrong than to choose to do right. This is because all of us are born with a sinful nature.

Ask: Let’s say you decide to cheat on your math test and you get caught. Are you innocent or guilty? You are guilty so you deserve to receive 
punishment, whether it’s a zero on your test or detention.

God is perfect but we are not perfect because we sin and do wrong things. So God should punish us for our sins. But Jesus, his son, says no I 
love these people so much don’t punish them, I will take their punishment instead. Jesus is God, he comes down to earth in human form and 
he lives a perfect life without ever sinning. He is innocent but he takes our punishment by dying on the cross for us.

Jesus pays a heavy price for our freedom, so that everyone who believes in him can be forgiven of their sins and have eternal life. We can all 
receive salvation by believing in Jesus, it is free!

This is the gospel, we as leaders are here to tell you about Jesus because we understand his value and worth. Although we can never pay God 
back for the amazing gift he has given us, we show him that we are thankful for the gift of salvation by being leaders in campus thrive. We 
want you all to know how much Jesus loves you.

Conclusion: If you want to believe in Jesus today and you want to know more come talk to the leaders afterwards and we would love help you 
out.

THE PARABLES OF  jesus
PEARL & TREASURE
         GOOD NEWS
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LESSON 

ASK: Describe your house to me.

SAY: You talk about the color, design, size and location but no one has said anything about the foundation of the house. It’s 
because we can’t see the foundation of the house but it is the most important part because this is what holds the house 
together. 

Follow along with me as I read Luke 17:9-14
24 “Everyone who hears these words of mine and does them will be like a wise man who built  his house on the rock. 25 And the 
rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and beat on that house, but it did not fall, because it had been founded on 
the rock. 26 And everyone who hears these words of mine and does not do them will be like a foolish man who built his house 
on the sand. 27 And the rain fell, and the floods came, and the winds blew and beat against that house, and it fell, and great 
was the fall of it.”

 This parable compares 2 types of builders; the foolish man builds a house on sand. This has a really weak foundation. The wise 
man digs deep and builds his house on stone, this is a really strong foundation. When the storm comes obviously the house 
built on sand is destroyed.

Jesus tells us this story to emphasize the importance of having a strong foundation in your faith.

It is easy to believe in Jesus, you just pray a couple words and its done. But there is a difference between believing and trusting.
 
Ask: How many of you have been told to floss your teeth every day?
 
I can believe that flossing my teeth everyday will prevent cavities but believing is no good if I don’t do anything about it. If I 
really trust my dentist I would floss my teeth every day.

Trust requires action. If your friend says she loves you, you trust that she loves you because she shows her love through her 
actions. Similarly, if we proclaim to love Jesus we have to show our love for him by the way we live.

We all know people who say they believe in Jesus but their life and the things they do contradict what the Bible says. They claim 
to be Christian but they curse people out, disrespect their teachers and constantly disobey their parents.
 
Jesus wants us to believe in him but he also wants us to take it to the next level and trust him. We can show that we trust him 
by living according to the Word of God, the Bible. This is what it means to have a strong foundation.
 
Conclusion: If you say you believe in Jesus, live like you do.

THE PARABLES OF  jesus

lesson three

THE TWO BUILDERS
         BUILDING A STRONG 
         FOUNDATION

SKIT: Some friends are playing around and they decide to do the trust fall. The first person gets ready to fall 
but turns around to see that the guy catching him is smaller than him and he is concerned. But the smaller 
boy tries to convince him that he will catch him, he does not trust the guy. A girl volunteers to do the trust fall 
next, a big guy offers to catch her and she trusts him (lesson: foundations are very important).
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lesson four
SKIT: Its Christmas Jon runs downstairs and opens up all his presents, he gets to the last gift and hopes it’s 
that new bike he wanted. But it’s not. He throws a tantrum and runs to his room. His parents are confused 
because he got everything he wanted except that bike.

LESSON 
ASK: How many of you all already have a Christmas wish list? What are some items you are asking for? Is it bad to want more things in life?

SAY: Let’s see what Jesus say about wanting more things in life. 

Follow me as I read Luke 12:16-21
Then someone called from the crowd, “Teacher, please tell my brother to divide our father’s property with me.”
14 Jesus replied, “Friend, who made me a judge over you to decide such things?” 15 Then he said, “Beware! Guard yourself against every kind 
of greed. Life is not measured by how much you own.” 16 Then he told them a story: “A rich man had a fertile farm that produced fine crops. 
17 He said to himself, ‘What should I do? I don’t have room for all my crops.’ 18 Then he said, ‘I know! I’ll tear down my barns and build bigger 
ones. Then I’ll have enough room to store all my wheat and other goods. 19 And I’ll sit back and say to myself, “My friend, you have enough 
stored away for years to come. Now take it easy! Eat, drink, and be merry!”’20 “But God said to him, ‘You fool! You will die this very night. 
Then who will get everything you worked for?’21 “Yes, a person is a fool to store up earthly wealth but not have a rich relationship with God.”

Ask: Has anyone here ever been black Friday shopping?

People wait in line outside the store for hours, when you walk in the stores are packed, sometimes people fight to get the last item. It’s crazy 
and chaotic but this happens every year.

We live in a materialistic world, where our value is based on how much stuff we have. You are the coolest if you have the newest IPhone, if you 
wear stylish clothing and if you have the most Instagram followers. It’s not bad to have these things, but Jesus warns us against being greedy.

There is a difference between wanting something and being greedy. Greed is a selfish desire for more than what you need, its loving stuff 
rather than loving Jesus or people.

Social media can cause us to compare our lives with others and become greedy.

Ask: How many of you all love Instagram? When you see your friends posting about cruises, showing off their fancy shoes or boasting about 
their boyfriends, you want what they have.

Jesus wants you to have good things but he doesn’t define you by what you have, he
looks at the heart. It doesn’t matter if you have a million Instagram followers or if you can afford the most expensive stuff, Jesus doesn’t judge 
you by the stuff you own instead he examines how pure your heart is.

The rich man in this story already had so much, he could have given some of it to the poor and helped out those in need but he was greedy. 
He found his identity in stuff that does not last.

None of us can take anything with us when we die, so it doesn’t matter how rich or poor you are. The important question is: Will Jesus welcome 
you and say well done, you loved me with all you heart & you were generous with the things I have given you. 

Conclusion: Today I challenge you to think about whether you love Jesus and other people more than your stuff; show your love for other people 
by being generous today.

THE PARABLES OF  jesus
 THE RICH FOOL 
          FINDING IDENTITY
          IN JESUS
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LESSON 

ASK: How many of you have a garden at home or have tried to grow a plant before? If I plant an apple seed, would I be able to pick apples 
from next week?
 
No, plants take a long time to grow. 

Follow along with me as I read Luke 13: 6-9
6 And he began telling this parable: “A man had a fig tree which had been planted in his garden; and he came looking for fruit on it and did 
not find any. 7 And he said to the gardener, ‘Behold, for three years I have come looking for fruit on this fig tree without finding any. Cut it 
down! Why does it even use up the ground?’ 8 And he answered and said to him, ‘Leave it alone, sir, for one more year. I will dig around it and 
place fertilizer. 9 And if it bears fruit next year, fine; but if not, then we can cut it down.’”

The tree was without fruit for three years, wow that is a long time to wait. If I had a fruit tree for 3 years and it had no fruit on it, I would be 
very disappointed and would want to cut it down too.

Remember parables are stories that teach us lessons, in this parable the fig tree represents us, believers who follow Jesus. The lesson is that 
if we claim to be followers of Jesus we should bear fruit, not fruit like apples, bananas and oranges. Well then what kind of fruits?

Galatians 5:22 says: The Holy Spirit produces this kind of fruit in our lives: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 
gentleness, and self-control.

Jesus does not want us to be baby Christians forever who are always angry, mean, selfish, who gossip and are disobedient, instead he wants 
us to grow and mature spiritually. But
this doesn’t happen overnight.

I have a confession to make: sometimes I get frustrated and angry with my siblings, I get into fights with them and call them names. I know 
that what I am doing is wrong and I do not want to be like this but it’s so hard to stop myself when my anger is rising up inside me (this is 
just an example I came up with, you can personalize this)

Ask: How many of you all have experienced this before with your siblings, parents or friends?

I want to be patient, but I can’t become patient overnight. I have to practice patience every day. I can’t become good at something until I 
practice doing it over and over again.

Just like plants take time to grow it will take time to produce the fruits of the Holy Spirit.

Conclusion: There are some practical ways to grow: 1). Identify the areas of weakness, is it anger, negative thoughts, resisting peer pressure, 
comparing yourself with other kids 2). Make a decision that you want to change in those areas 3). Do not give into your feelings, instead ask 
the Holy Spirit to help you, ultimately he produces these fruits in you.

THE PARABLES OF  jesus

lesson five

 THE FIG TREE
          GROWING FRUITS 
          OF THE SPIRIT

SKIT: A farmer plants a peach tree; he comes out every day to make sure it is growing. He comes a week later 
and is upset that it has no fruit on it. He gets his family to do the rain dance hoping that it will grow by next 
week. He calls a botanist to check the plant and the botanist says it’ll take 3 years before they see fruit. 
Growth takes time.
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lesson six
SKIT: A group of kids are hanging out at the park playing kickball. Two captains are chosen to 
pick teams. There is one kid left. He’s younger than everyone else and doesn’t look sporty. But 
then out of nowhere a big, strong, older kid walks up and says he wants to play. He says he’ll 
have his own team, and he picks the small young guy who no one wanted to be his teammate 
(lesson: everyone is valuable in God’s eyes).

LESSON - 

The parable I will read today tells us about a woman who lost a lot of money.

ASK:  Have you ever lost something important or valuable? How did it make you feel? 

Follow along with me as I read Luke 15:8-10
 Tax collectors and other notorious sinners came to listen to Jesus teach. This made the Pharisees and teachers of religious law mad because 
he was associating with such sinful people—even eating with them!
Jesus responds to the frustrated religious leaders with a parable:
He says, 8“Suppose a woman has ten silver coins and loses one (it is worth $60 today) won’t she light a lamp and sweep the entire house and 
search carefully until she finds it? 9And when she finds it, she will call in her friends and neighbors and say, ‘Rejoice with me because I have 
found my lost coin.’ 10In the same way, there is joy in the presence of God’s angels when even one sinner repents.”

The Pharisees were religious experts and teachers, they did not like the fact that Jesus was friends with sinners (people who did continually did 
wrong things). The Pharisees thought they were way more spiritual than everyone else and that Jesus should have been their friend instead.

In our society, it would be like a Pastor being friends with a drug dealer. Some people today would be really surprised if they saw their pastor 
with a drug dealer. But in this parable Jesus says he came for the sinners, he came for the lost. I wonder why Jesus came for the lost?

Ask: Does anyone know why?

He came to show them love and to forgive them of their sins. He came to show them that they are never too far away from God’s love no matter 
what they have done.

Just like this woman searched for her lost coin until she found it, Jesus searches for anyone who does not believe in him. He doesn’t give up 
on you; he is always ready to accept you and forgive you of anything you have done wrong. He gets so excited when the lost are found, when 
the lost begin to believe in him. In fact, this parable says there is a huge celebration in heaven when a sinner accepts Jesus into their heart, 
it is the most important decision anyone could make.

Maybe you have friends or family members who do not believe in Jesus.

You know what Jesus calls you to do: he wants you to love them, to share the gospel with them, and to pray for them. He wants you be kind 
and respect them instead of judging them and telling them they are doing everything wrong.

Conclusion: You are the light of Jesus in your school! Tell your friends about him and show them how much Jesus loves and cares about them.

THE PARABLES OF  jesus
THE LOST COIN
         JESUS CAME 
         FOR SINNERS
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LESSON 

Follow along with me as I read Luke 15: 11-24
11 Jesus told them this story: “A man had two sons. 12 The younger son told his father, ‘I want my share of your property now 
before you die.’ So his father agreed to divide his wealth between his sons. 13 “A few days later this younger son packed all 
his belongings and moved to a distant land, and there he wasted all his money on partying and drinking. 14 About the time his 
money ran out, and there was a great famine in the land and he began to starve.15 He persuaded a local farmer to hire him, the 
farmer sent him to feed pigs in his field. 16 The young man became so hungry that even the pigs food looked delicious to him, 
but no one gave him anything to eat. 17 “When he finally came to his senses, he said to himself, ‘At home even the servants 
have enough food to spare, but here I am dying of hunger! 18 I will go home to my father and say, “Father, I have sinned against 
both heaven and you, 19 and I am no longer worthy of being called your son.
Please take me on as a hired servant.”’20 “So he returned home to his father. And while he was still a long way off, his father 
saw him coming. Filled with love and compassion, he ran to his son, embraced him, and kissed him. 21 His son said to him, 
‘Father, I have sinned against both heaven and you, and I am no longer worthy of being called your son.’22 “But his father said 
to the servants, ‘Quick! Bring the finest robe in the house and put it on him. Get a ring for his finger and sandals for his feet. 23 
And kill the calf we have been fattening. We must celebrate with a feast, 24 for this son of mine was dead and has now returned 
to life. He was lost, but now he is found.’ So the party began.

This is a story about God’s character; God is a merciful father. Mercy means when you do something wrong you don’t get what 
you actually deserve.

Ask: Did the son deserve to be punished? But did his father punish him?

He is not punished although he has done wrong and hurt his father. This is mercy.

Often times we imagine God as a really mean judge in heaven with a big stick in his hand ready to hit you for everything you do 
wrong; be careful he’s watching you ready to strike at any time.

This is the wrong view of God. This story tells us that God is a perfect heavenly father, not like any earthly father you have.

You may have done a lot of wrong things in life. You may have bullied someone before, cheated on a test, rebelled against your 
parents, spread rumors about people, sent inappropriate texts or even got in a fight with someone. You may think that you are 
the worst person out there, but no matter what you have done God wants to show you mercy.

He knows that you have done wrong and that you deserve to be punished but he’s not angry at you. Instead like the father in this 
story, God is waiting for you with arms wide open saying I love you come back to me; I will forgive you.

Conclusion: Wow, isn’t that such an amazing and beautiful picture of God’s love, even though you may have broken the rules a 
million times he is always ready to accept you and welcome you back. This is mercy.

THE PARABLES OF  jesus

lesson seven

THE PRODIGAL SON         
          GOD IS A MERCIFUL 
          FATHER

SKIT: Jack is invited to a party. Jack wants to go because there will be alcohol 
and cute girls. His parents tell him he can’t go, but he sneaks out of the house 
and goes anyway. The next day his parents find out and Jack is terrified that 
they will ground him for a year, however his parents are merciful, they teach 
him an important lesson and only ground him for 1 week.
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lesson eight

LESSON 

ASK: How many of you love going to parties? Who do you usually invite to your birthday party?

SAY: I’m sure all of us would say we love going to parties, but it stinks when you’re not invited. When we throw a party, normally we invite our 
closest friends and family. We choose the people we enjoy being around. 

One day, Jesus was invited to eat with the Pharisees in one of their homes. The Pharisees were group of religious leaders who were exclusive. 
In the Parable of the Great Banquet, Jesus challenges them to be more inviting.

Follow along with me and read Luke 14: 16-23
16 Jesus said to them, “A man prepared a great feast and sent out many invitations. 17 When the banquet was ready, he sent his servant to 
tell the guests, ‘Come, the banquet is ready.’ 18 But they all began making excuses. One said, ‘I have just bought a field and must inspect 
it. Please excuse me.’ 19 Another said, ‘I have just bought five pairs of oxen, and I want to try them out. Please excuse me.’ 20 Another said, 
‘I just got married, so I can’t come.’ 21 “The servant returned and told his master what they had said. His master was furious and said, ‘Go 
quickly into the streets and alleys of the town and invite the poor, the crippled, the blind, and the lame.’ 22 After the servant had done this, 
he reported, ‘There is still room for more.’ 23 So his master said, ‘Go out into the country lanes and behind the hedges and urge anyone you 
find to come, so that the house will be full.

In this story, the man first invited all the rich and well known people, but they all made excuses. So he invites people he would have normally 
not invited. Jesus is making the point that everyone who believes in him is welcome into the kingdom of God, no one is left out. This is why we 
should never make anyone feel left out.

In vs. 12 Jesus presents a radical challenge. He says, “when you have a party, invite the poor, the crippled, the lame, the blind and you will be 
blessed.” This sounds really weird, why would I want people I don’t know to my party?

This parable teaches us to love and include all people. Oftentimes we stick to the same friends at school, we sit with the same kids at lunch, 
we hang out with the same people at church. It is so much easier to stay in your comfort zone and stepping out of it to talk to a stranger may 
seem awkward, but Jesus wants us to make everyone feel welcome and included.

Here are some practical things you can do this year:
- If you see a new kid at Campus Thrive, talk to them.
- Maybe there is a new foreign exchange student or international student in your class, get to know her and show her around
- If you see someone sitting alone at lunch invite them to sit with you and your friends.

Conclusion: Jesus loves everyone, what would it look like if we truly start loving everyone around us!

THE PARABLES OF  jesus
THE GREAT BANQUET
        BE KIND AND
        INCLUSIVE

SKIT: Its Ashley’s birthday, she’s having a huge party. She passes out invites to all her friends, the 
football players and the cheerleaders. As she is handing out the invites everyone makes excuses 
saying they can’t go. She starts tearing up because all of her friends abandon her. She goes and 
invites people from her class that normally don’t get invited to parties.
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ASK: How many students in this room want to make a difference in the world? If there is one thing you could change in the world what would it be?

We all want to feed starving children, end terrorism, and adopt all the abandoned babies in the world. These are great dreams to have but how 
can you start making a difference right now?

In the parable of the good Samaritan Jesus teaches us that we  can change the world by loving the people around us. 

Follow along with me as I read Luke 10:25-37
25 A religious scholar stood up and asked Jesus a question. He said, “Teacher, what do I need to do to get eternal life?”26 Jesus answered, “What’s 
written in God’s Law? How do you interpret it?”27 He said, “That you love the Lord your God with all your heart, soul mind and strength--and that you love 
your neighbor as well as you do yourself.”28 “Good answer!” said Jesus. “Do it and you’ll live.” 29  he asked, “And just how would you define ‘neighbor’?”

Say: Jesus tells a really smart person who knows everything about the Bible that it is important to love God and love your neighbor. The really smart 
guy wants to trick Jesus so he asks Jesus to define neighbor. To answer the man’s question Jesus tells a parable.

30-32 Jesus answered by telling a story. “There was once a man traveling from Jerusalem to Jericho. On the way he was attacked by robbers. They 
took his clothes, beat him up, and left him half-dead. Luckily, a priest was on his way down the same road, but when he saw the beaten man he just 
walked to the other side. Then a Levite religious man showed up; he also avoided the injured man. 
33-35 “A Samaritan traveling the road came on him. When he saw the man’s condition, his heart went out to him. He disinfected and bandaged the 
man’s wounds. Then he lifted him onto his donkey, took him to an inn, and made him comfortable. In the morning he took out two silver coins and 
gave them to the innkeeper, saying, ‘Take good care of him. If it costs any more, put it on my bill—I’ll pay you on my way back.’
36 “What do you think? Which of the three became a neighbor to the man attacked by robbers?” 37 “The one who treated him kindly,” the religion 
scholar responded. Jesus said, “Go and do the same.”

The man thought that when Jesus said neighbor he meant friend or relative. But in this parable Jesus says that even your enemies are your neighbors.

The Jews & Samaritans were two different races that hated each other; they had been enemies for thousands of years. They lived in two different cities, 
never ate together, talked with each other & didn’t even like looking at each other. The Jews always thought they were better than the Samaritans.

But in this story we see something remarkable and unusual happen. A Samaritan man shows kindness to a Jew and takes care of him, even though 
they are enemies. He saw a hurting and wounded man and it didn’t matter to him whether the man was his enemy or his friend. He showed love and 
compassion to the Jewish man by bandaging his wounds.

Ask: How many of you all know the golden rule: do unto others as you would want them to do for you?

Jesus says we must show kindness to all people, this includes people of all races and colors and also your enemies. We all have enemies or people 
who have mistreated us. Instead of reacting with anger or unkindness, this parable teaches us to show love.

Ask: What are some ways you can be a good Samaritan today?
Examples: New student in class, get to know her, make sure she is not alone.  If you see anyone sitting by themselves in C. Thrive invite them to sit 
by you. You see a kid getting bullied, stand up for him. Do not gossip about your enemies; if someone is spreading rumors about you don’t spread 
rumors about them. Be friends with people of all colors.

Conclusion: You can start changing the world by being a good Samaritan to the people around you.

THE PARABLES OF  jesus

lesson nine

THE GOOD SAMARITAN
          LOVE EVERYONE

SKIT: Three friends are walking home and they see a bully on the street. He falls off his bike, breaking 
it and hurting himself, and he starts crying. The first friend looks at him and passes, stepping over 
him. He doesn’t feel bad because this kid is mean to him and he thinks he deserves it. The second 
friend feels kind of bad. He gives him a band-aid and keeps walking home. The third friend stops and 
helps the bully get up. He pushes the broken 
bike for the bully and helps him get home.
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lesson ten
SKIT: There are 2 different students in a class. One student is lazy and does nothing, another 
student has a hard time with school, so he asks his teachers a ton of questions every day. His 
classmates make fun of him and call him a teacher’s pet. But his persistence pays off, he 
receives an A in the class and everyone is jealous.

LESSON 

ASK:  How many of you have asked your parents to buy you something or asked to go somewhere? At first your parents said no, but you ask over 
and over again, until they finally said yes? What were you asking for?
SAY: Today we are going to read a parable about a persistent widow, 
Jesus shares this parable to teach us that we should pray with persistence 

Follow along with me as I read: Luke 11: 5-13
5-6 Then Jesus said to them: Suppose you went to a friend’s house at midnight, wanting to borrow three loaves of bread. You shout up to 
him saying, ‘A friend of mine is visiting and I have nothing to give him to eat.’ 7 He would call down from his bedroom, ‘Please don’t ask me 
to get up. The door is locked for the night and we are all in bed. I just can’t help you this time.’ 8 “But I’ll tell you this, if you keep knocking 
long enough, he will get up and give you everything you want—just because of your persistence. 9 So I say to you, ask and it will be given to 
you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be opened. 10 Everyone who asks, receives; all who seek, find; and the door is opened to 
everyone who knocks.

 Ask: How would you define prayer?

Prayer is simply talking to God, thanking him for the good things he is doing in your life, telling him about your day & asking him for things 
you need in your life. God loves it when we pray, he wants us to be dependent on him for every single thing we need.

Sometimes it seems as though our prayers are not going through to God. When we don’t receive an answer to our prayer immediately, we tend 
to get discouraged and stop praying.

In this parable, Jesus tells us to be like the persistent man in this story. He cried to his friend over and over again until he got what he needed. 
If he gave up on the first try, his friend that was visiting would have nothing to eat.

A lot of times you will pray for things but may not receive an immediate answer, but this doesn’t mean we just give up. Instead we should 
persevere in prayer, keep asking God.

There are two things we should to learn about prayer

1). God may not give you exactly what you ask for because that thing may not be beneficial for you right now. He knows what’s best for your 
life and will give you what you need at the right time.

2). God allows us to wait so that he can build trust and patience in our lives.

Conclusion: Some of you may be praying for a person in your family to be healed of a disease, for you friend to believe in Jesus, for a kid to 
stop bullying you, maybe you feel left out and are asking God to bless you with good friends. Whatever you are praying for, God hears you and 
he will bless you in his perfect timing.

THE PARABLES OF  jesus
THE
PERSISTENT FRIEND 
         PRAY
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thank you!


